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A MAGNETIC OBSERVATORY /  INTERMAGNET INTERFACE

Gerrit JANSEN VAN BEEK*

The paper gives some useful recommendations for observatories when changing the 
former instrumentation to a new one that is compatible with INTERMAGNET. Proposals 
for data acquisition (hardware) and for processing (software) are included. It briefly 
presents the procedures for processing magnetic data and for data validity checking, and 
describes the way in which one can obtain data measured by other members of the net and 
one can be given other pieces of information derived from these data.
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1. Introduction

The Canadian Magnetic Observatory Unit has edited digital data since 
the installation of the first AMOS MK I at St. John’s in 1969. Since that 
time, there have been 2 major observatory hardware changes and at least 4 
major data computer mainframe or operating system changes. With the 
introduction of the CANMOS/INTERMAGNET instrument configuration, 
extensive modification of the data processing procedures are again in 
progress. This paper presents some recommendations which may be useful 
when changing to observatory instrumentation compatible with INTER
MAGNET. The discussion also concerns data stored at the observatory and 
real-time data collected at a Geomagnetic Information Node (GIN) from 
the INTERMAGNET net.
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2. Hardware

An INTERMAGNET compatible magnetic observatory consists of a 
digital 3-component magnetometer and a digital absolute F  magnetometer. 
Figure 1 illustrates such an arrangement of instruments around a central

STORAGE

Fig. 1. Data collecting platform 

1. ábra. Adatmérő és gyűjtőhely 

Рис. 1. Пункт производства измерений и сбора данных
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controller capable of communicating with a wide area network. The heart 
of the system is a personal computer which acts as a controller of all the 
peripherals. By the use of the standard communication protocol RS232 up 
to eight serial devices can be attached to the PC serial ports. One of these 
ports may be attached to an INTERMAGNET satellite radio transmitter. In 
addition, by the use of a Small Computer System Interface (S.C.S.I.) board, 
numbers of S.C.S.I. mass storage devices may be serially linked to each 
other. This provides considerable flexibility in the on-site storage of data.

The personal computer will allow both DOS and UNIX operating 
systems. In turn, these operating systems are able to use BASIC, FORT
RAN and C compilers. BASIC and C are able to handle interrupt-driven 
tasks. If the PC is an 80386 operating in UNIX, then any number of tasks 
can be run at different priorities at the same time without resorting to such 
memory hungry software as WINDOWS.

For ease in later editing of the stored data in case the INTERMAGNET 
net fails, the following suggestions with respect to data storage should be 
kept in mind:

— Do not pack the data by the use of non-standard binary values or 
character packing routines as recovery from storage medium failure 
may be impossible. For unattended operation then, 1.2 or 1.4 Mb 
floppies are not recommended because of the limited data storage 
capacity.

— If at all possible use ASCII code for ease in resolving hardware 
problems.

— Allow enough numbers to define the dynamic range of the geomag
netic field (+/- 3500 nT should be a minimum).

— Terminate records with a carriage retum/line feed pair as this is 
recognized by BASIC, FORTRAN and C.

— Keep records to a length which when in ASCII code can be accepted 
by full screen text editors (usually 500 to 600 characters).

— All recording media can develop a bad spot in the middle of the file. 
Therefore, use recording/reading devices that will allow one to read 
past these spots.

— Embedding signposts in the record (+ or - signs or a sequence of 
special characters) allows one to recover data from within a record 
which has become jumbled or to regain position in a stream type 
file.
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Traditionally, observatory data were recorded at one site and proces
sed in some other place. Figure 2 illustrates an assembly of equipment with 
which to process the stored data. This equipment will also serve to produce 
backup data in case the INTERMAGNET communication link fails. The 
final product is a file of magnetic data suitable for merging into the 
INTERMAGNET data file.

Fig. 2. Simple data processing centre 

2. ábra. Egyszerű adatfeldolgozó központ 

Рис. 2. Простой центр обработки данных
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WORM (Write Once, Read Many) storage can be attached to PCs 
whenever permanent on-line storage of processed data is desired. The 
optical disks used in these devices have an expected life time in excess of 
10 years and can contain as much as 1000 Megabytes of data. The use of 
tapes or tape cartridges for permanent storage is not encouraged. Tapes in 
any form are liable to print-through, signal fading and tape stretching. 
However, a standard 1 inch tape deck is included as this is still an acceptable 
method for the interchange of large amounts of data.

A laser printer/plotter can display the data for quality checking or 
microfilming. One-minute magnetic data can be displayed at the rate of 
10 mm of plotted trace per data hour. The quality is superior to photogra
phic magnetograms and more than adequate for quick-look searches for 
special events. The plots themselves can be placed on micro-fiche at the 
rate of one data month per fiche. There is enough spare space on the fiche 
for repeat plots at lower sensitivities when there is a crossover of traces due 
to magnetic activity.

The dot matrix printer allows a listing from the data processing 
programs for further analysis of extraordinary errors, or diagnostic mess
ages.

Figure 3 shows desirable hardware requirements. One cannot stress 
the importance of well documented hardware. It is difficult enough to 
diagnose and debug data errors without struggling with undocumented 
processor peculiarities as well.

3. Software

Let us now consider some elemental requirements for the program
ming language needed for the data collecting platforms as well as the data 
processing hardware.

The requirements in Figure 4 were learned by experience but now 
these can easily be read about in any of the numerous self help books that 
are available. As well, many of the documents supplied with the compilers 
also include a section on how to make the code transferable to a multitude 
of machines.

The code compilers available for PCs are powerful and can compete 
successfully with compilers found on large computers. Furthermore, as
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-USE PROCESSORS THAT HAVE A PROVEN RECORD

e.g. - for P.O.’s: INTEL 8X86, IBM with Phoenic BIOS, etc.
- for mainframes: DEC, IBM, CONTROL DATA, etc.

-USE PROCESSORS THAT HAVE STANDARD COMPILERS 

e.g. - FORTRAN 77, ANSI C, etc.

-USE HARDWARE THAT CAN BE EXPANDED
e.g. - extra hard disks, tape drives, WORMS, CDROMS

- extra output devices:
e.g. - line printers

- rasterizing plotters
- analogue plotters

-USE HARDWARE THAT HAS A WELL DOCUMENTED 
OPERATING SYSTEM

e.g. - VAX VMS
- IBM OS
- PC or MS DOS

Fig. 3. Hardware requirements 

3. ábra. Hardver követelmények 
Рис. 3. Требования к программному обеспечению
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long as all of the compilers are of the same manufacturer, it has become 
possible to cross-link or mix subroutines compiled in BASIC, FORTRAN 
and C. This gives one the advantage of building a program where character 
manipulation and serial port input/output is in BASIC, file handling and 
memory allocation is in C and complex mathematical calculations are in 
FORTRAN.

4. A suite of data editing programs

Figure 5 displays a family of programs adequate for processing 
magnetic data. This basic set will most certainly expand to meet one-of-a- 
kind data problems, which is the reason for the insistence on modularity in 
the data processing.

Fig. 5. A suite of data editing programs 

5. ábra. Adatszerkesztő kódok fajtái

Рис. 5. Типы програм, редактирующ их 
данные

edit procedure

Figure 6 describes a traditional editing procedure for the raw data as 
it first comes from the observatory on some sort of storage medium. The 

' ‘Edit Program’ reads the raw data and builds ASCII files. Records which 
are of the correct length and in the correct time sequence are placed in the 
‘Passed Records’ file. If the records are of the correct length and have 
‘signposts’ in their proper places but contain embedded non-numeric 
characters, then that particular data value can easily be replaced by a null

Fig. 4. Basic code requirements

4. ábra. Alapvető adatkódolási követelmények

Рис. 4. Основные требования к кодированию данных

- FIRST PASS EDITING

- LISTING PROGRAMS
- DATA VALIDATION PROGRAMS j

- despikers 
-quality checkers

- PLOTTING PROGRAMS

- DATA REDUCTION PROGRAMS |

4.1. A simple
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EDIT
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DATA
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Л r
TIME ERROR 
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OTHER
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ERROR
FREE

RECORDS

Fig. 6. A simple EDIT process

6. ábra. Egyszerű adatszerkesztési folyamat 

Рис. 6. Простой процесс редактирования данных
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value. If the record contains errors which the program cannot fix, then that 
record is placed in the ‘Error Records’ file for later correction. If a time 
sequence error (e.g. time reversal) has been detected, then all subsequent 
records are placed in the ‘Error Records’ file. Various correction programs 
are then run on the error file. At present in the Observatory Unit, most of 
these batch oriented programs have been replaced by full screen text editors 
(hence the need for ASCII files). These editors can be run on either PCs or 
mainframes. A verification pass is made over the error file to make sure 
that everything is as it should be. Timing errors are sorted out and correction 
programs are applied. The two files ‘Passed Records’ and ‘Error Free 
Records’ are merged. A data validity checking program can then be passed 
over the merged file. With slight modification of the ‘Error Record’ stream, 
the stored data can just as easily be the input into or the output from an 
INTERMAGNET network.

Data validity checking programs require an understanding of the 
behaviour and characteristics of the geomagnetic field. The most common 
check is the sequential difference check. This check can be run ‘blind’ on 
magnetic data. That is, if the sequential differences are allowed to be as 
large as several hundred nTs per minute for subauroral observatories, then 
most data spikes are removed. In auroral zones, these differences have to 
be increased to about 1 ,0 0 0  nT. Care has to be taken during auroral 
substorms or magnetic storms as these rates of change are too small and 
will remove valid data. If a plot of the raw data exists, then the sequential 
difference check for stored data can be limited to the time interval in which 
the spike occurs. The allowable rate of change can then be substantially 
reduced. The only other despiking procedure which is as effective and 
simple is ‘Bullard’s Sieve’. [B U LLA R D  1 9 6 0 ]

Another check is the calculation of the total force (F*) from compo
nent measurements which is then matched against an independently mea
sured F  from a P.P.M. The difference (F-F*) should be constant but may 
slowly change with some magnetometers. If the component data has been 
properly despiked, then it has short-term stability and can be used to 
eliminate erroneous data from the F  measurements. Variations in the F-F*  
then indicate possible anomalous behaviour of the component data.
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4.2. Format correction programs

On PCs it is convenient when programming in C or BASIC to think 
of a data file in terms of a string of characters. This long string can easily 
be read one character at a time. Thus files which have been recorded on a 
damaged medium or have missing record terminators can be processed by 
looking for the sign posts which were so thoughtfully placed in the data. 
Mainframes do not always allow this to take place easily as they tend to 
impose their own record structures and file descriptors onto files.

4.3. Plotting programs

Figure 7 is a plot of the magnetic data suitable for quick searches of 
events or data errors. The display in analogue form of the data has to be an 
integral part of any data processing. No matter how clever one has been in 
correcting anticipated errors, an error will always either creep through or 
mutate into another form. Plotting the data is a fast convenient check and 
has the added advantage of having the viewer become familiar with the 
displayed phenomena. Finally, it is an easy way to answer a request for the 
time and date of magnetic activity as these magnetograms may easily be 
sent by facsimile to the user.

4.4. Data reduction programs

At this stage the data should now be cleaned up so that they can be 
read under format control with no possibility of error. Data quality has also 
been verified and the data is ready to be reduced to absolute values by the 
addition of baseline corrections. The process of establishing absolute 
corrections is similar to the ones in use for the past century for photographic 
records. However, digital data now allow corrections to be added with as 
much precision as the basic time increment and data sensitivity. For this 
purpose it is convenient to think in terms of the minute of the year and 
correction increments in fractions of a nanotesla. After all, there are only 
some 527 thousand minutes in a leap year and most computers are capable 
of working in 8 significant digits.
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5. Observatory/INTERMAGNET relationship

The discussion given so far has focused on the instrumentation and 
data processing as it applies to a modem magnetic observatory. Hopefully, 
it has also become apparent that the instrumentation can be successfully 
adapted to make use of the newest observatory enhancement, INTERMAG
NET. Furthermore, the data editing procedures previously discussed can 
be adapted to run on the INTERMAGNET data as it is received.

INTERMAGNET allows the routing of magnetic data to a Geomag
netic Information Node (GIN). It is in the GIN that the data from large 
observatory nets are processed in near real-time. The results are :

— ‘real’ time magnetic activity indices for use by: 
centres reponsible for navigation satellite orbits, 
geodetic surveys at high latitudes,
electric power utility companies with long power lines;

— ‘real’ time modelling of ionospheric current systems;
— the early anticipation of auroral substorms that have developed to 

the east of a site;
— other advantages as outlined in INTERMAGNET documentation.

6. A geomagnetic information node (GIN)

Figure 8 shows a possible PC net used to process the INTERMAG
NET data. The PC labelled ‘DECODER’ is placed near the satellite 
receiver. It decodes the special binary data received from the satellite, 
provides a few days of backup storage of the data and forwards the 
translated data to ‘LISTENER’ and ‘BROWSER’. Data safety and security 
are ensured by redundant storage of data in the PCs labelled ‘BROWSER’ 
and ‘LISTENER’. ‘LISTENER’ is protected and will not allow itself to be 
used for any other purpose but to store INTERMAGNET data in a data base 
and to display it. ‘BROWSER’ will allow itself to be utilized by other tasks 
running on other PCs and allow access to past INTERMAGNET data. All 
of the PCs are connected by a real-time operating system which can deal 
with multi-tasks and multi-users on one or all of the machines in the net. 
Other functions such as the addition of solar information, the merging of 
backup data, the reduction of data by the use of absolute observations and
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OBSERVATORY TELEPHONE VERIFICATION

OTHER DATA FROM 
OBSERVATORIES

STORAGE

GATE 
b  II и TO

WORLD

Fig. 8. Distributive geomagnetic data processing 

8. ábra. Szétosztás céljára szolgáló adatfeldolgozás 

Рис. 8. Обработка данных с целью расклада
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communication to such world-wide data exchange nets as INTERNET can 
then be added easily to the GIN as the need arises or as equipment becomes 
available.

7. Sum m ary

A modem type of digital magnetic observatory and its associated data 
processing stream can be easily adapted to fit into the INTERMAGNET 
net with all of its advantages.
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EGY MÁGNESES OBSZERVATÓRIUM MINT INTERMAGNET ÁLLOMÁS

Gerrit JANSEN VAN BEEK

A szerző az INTERMAGNET digitalis mágneses obszervatóriumi műholdas világ- 
hálózat elvárásainak megfelelő berendezésre (hardver és szoftver) való átállás kapcsán 
felmerülő problémákra tesz javaslatot. Röviden ismerteti a nyers mérési adatok ellenőr
zésének és előfeldolgozásának menetét és bemutatja, hogyan juthatunk hozzá a hálózat 
tagjai által mért és továbbított adatokhoz illetve az azokból előállított egyes további 
információhoz.

МАГНИТНАЯ ОБСЕРВАТОРИЯ КАК СТАНЦИЯ INTERMAGNET

Геррит ЙАНСЕН ВАН БЕК

В статье рассматриваются рекомендации по техническому и программному 
обеспечению аппаратуры, соответствующей требованиям всемирной спутнико
вой сети магнитных обсерваторий INTERM AGNET.


